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Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center 
Facts

� 1,100 Physicians and 450 Graduate Trainees

� Major teaching affiliate of Harvard Medical School

� Thirteen Departments and One Institute

�Psychiatry

�Radiation Oncology

�Radiology

�Surgery

�Neonatology

�Neurology

�Obstetrics/GYN

�Orthopedics

�Pathology

�Anesthesia

� Cardiovascular Institute

�Dermatology

�Emergency Medicine

�Medicine
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Beds
�Medical/Surgical 389
�Critical Care (all) 77
�Psychiatry 25
�Obstetrics 60
�Neonatal ICU 34
�Nursery 64

Total Inpatient Beds 649

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center 
Facts
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Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center 
Facts

� Inpatient Discharges 39,000

� Inpatient Surgery Cases 10,350

�Open Heart Cases 700

�Babies Delivered 5,000

�Outpatient Visits 905,000

�Emergency Department Visits 49,400

�Outpatient Surgery Care 14,200
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What is the Function of a Healthcare 
System?

� The goal of the healthcare delivery system is to 
improve the health status of the population while 
conserving scarce resources.

� Healthcare interventions occur one patient at a time.

� “Triple Aim”:  Population health, Patient experience, 
and COST per capita
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TRANSPARENT 

easily understood, very clear, obvious, open, 

without guile or concealment, 

frank, candid
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ACCOUNTABLE 

responsible, able to be explained
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Transparency

� Transparency’s major societal and strategic 
imperative is to provide creative tension within 
hospitals so that they hold themselves accountable.  
This accountability is what will drive doctors, nurses, 
and administrators to seek constant improvements in 
the quality and safety of patient care.

Paul Levy
CEO, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center 

www.runningahospital.blogspot.com
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BIDMC’s Path To Transparency and Public 
Accountability

� Became a priority in 2006

� Let patients or referring physicians see for themselves 
how we are doing

� Motivate staff and doctors to improve performance

� Drive out fear, instill trust

� Take control of data presentation and the message

� In addition to required certifications by Department 
of Health, JCAHO, and many others
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Principles of Reporting

� Meaningful to patients – understandable, relevant, 
and useful

� Intellectually honest - report the bad and the good

� Timeliness of data

� Statistically valid; compare to benchmarks

� Credible to medical staff
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Preparations

� Senior Staff and Board of Governors 
� retreats and educational events
� real time observation of care being given

� Discussion and Debate

� Set overarching Goals
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BIDMC Board Resolutions

� BIDMC will create a consistently excellent patient experience.  
We will measure ourselves based on national benchmarks and, 
by January 1, 2012, being the top 2% of hospitals in the 
country, based on national survey responses to “willingness to 
recommend.” For this goal, BIDMC will measure itself 
against a national dataset of all hospitals.

� BIDMC will eliminate all preventable harm by January 1, 
2012.  We will accomplish this by continually monitoring all 
preventable and non-preventable occurrences of harm, and 
continuously improving our systems to allow the greatest 
opportunity to reduce harm.  
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Other Mechanisms
� Toyota LEAN Process Improvement
� The CALL OUT of errors and inefficiencies
� Board recognition of those reporting errors
� Quality Dashboards and trends at Board and Senior 

Staff meetings
� ANNUAL Symposium for Quality and Safety
� Integrate quality and safety needs into annual budget 

process
� Complete, immediate disclosure of harm to patient 

and / or family by the attending physician along with 
our apology
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Individuals in High Performing Learning 
Organizations Internalize the Following 

Beliefs

� We trust each other and respect the hard work each 
person does every day.

� We also know that the quality and efficiency of our 
services can and must be improved.

� It is part of everyone’s daily job to identify and 
implement ways to improve our service.

� We recognize that services and processes are 
improved through a step-by-step evaluation of how 
we do our work.
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Positive Outcomes From Transparency

� We did it

� Internal reception has been positive

� Press coverage and blogging are positive

� Created more trust, openness, and enthusiasm for 
improving our work

� Created urgency and accountability at multiple levels
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Challenges of Being Transparent

� Knowing the correct denominator in order to 
accurately reflect the context

� Being first to report errors may create impression that 
care is worse than a competitor

� If you are successful in driving out fear, the number 
of errors reported increases at first

� May be overwhelmed with good ideas for 
improvement projects – resources are limited

� Competitors may be angry and defensive -
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Final Observations

“…no matter what the investment of time, effort, and 
resources, what we create is riddled with 
imperfections.” but “…no matter how flawed, with 
an energetic, open-minded commitment to discovery, 
we can always do better.”1

Every error is a treasure.

1.  Steven J. Spear, Chasing the Rabbit, 2009, p.363.


